By Richard Bellman
The nand Corporation 1. Introduction, In a recent oaper, [.] , Nyquist, Kice and Riordan diacussed the Droblera of determining the expected values of powers of a random determinant. Here a random determinant, T . is defir.ed to be ' n'
where the x. , are independent random variables.
The purpose of the present note is to give an exrlicit reprecentatior. for £(C n ) in terms of the characteristic function? of the x.,. These need not be identical.
At the uoaent we are merely interested in oresenting an expression which will yield a systematic technique for obtaining the momenta numerically. In a subsequent paper devoted to var.ous theoretical aspects such as asymptotic behavior we shall discuss the rroble-7 in greater detail. For the case of identical iistributions, the Droblem is closely connected with the study of invariants of the syracetric group. The operator we employ below is related to the operator of Capelli discussed in rfeyl's book on the classical groups. 
